Padded Raised Toilet Seats

The model 4001 G.F. Strong style design has a larger surface area for easier transfers.

- Regular bracket set height adjustable from 5 to 7 inches above the bowl.
- Low bracket set height adjustable from 3 to 4 inches above the bowl.
- 2.5 inch opening in the front.

This seat is the most popular model and is available with these other two configurations.

- **Closed front**, 16x16 inch wide total seating area.
- 7-3/4 inch opening left to right at the widest inside dimension.
- Fits **Standard** and **Elongated** toilet bowls without removing existing toilet seat.
- Extra wide surface area for better support.

- **Open right or left side**, 16x16 inch wide total seating area with a 3-1/2 inch wide opening at the side.
- 9-3/4 inch opening front to back inside dimension.
- Fits **Standard** and **Elongated** toilet bowls without removing existing toilet seat.
- Extra wide surface area for better support.

This seat is contoured to correctly fit the toilet bowl and is not rotated.

All padded raised toilet seats shown come standard with a solid plywood base with rust resistant stainless steel hardware and powder coated aluminum brackets. The improved clamp on brackets have replaceable grip pads and larger nylon wing nuts for easier clamping to the bowl. All the padded seats are 2 inches thick with a seam-less vinyl coating over a closed cell foam. Visco elastic memory foam is also available.